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Nature Cures: The History of Alternative Medicine in AmericaOxford University Press, 2002
Thorough, enjoyable, and rigorous, this study documents the major "unconventional" healing movements of 19th- and 20th-century America. Whorton (history of medicine, Univ. of Washington) traces the origins and influences of Thomsonianism, homeopathy, mesmerism, Christian Science, osteopathy, chiropractic, naturopathy, and acupuncture,...
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Terminal Services for Microsoft Windows Server 2003: Advanced Technical Design GuideBrian Madden Company, 2004
This book is not an administrator’s guide. Rather, it’s written for IT consultants, system engineers, and architects who must plan, design, implement, and optimize Windows 2003-based Terminal Server systems. It's filled with real-world, proven strategies created specifically for Windows Server 2003. See how some of the world's...
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Migrating to MariaDB: Toward an Open Source Database SolutionApress, 2018

	Mitigate the risks involved in migrating away from a proprietary database platform toward MariaDB’s open source database engine. This book will help you assess the risks and the work involved, and ensure a successful migration. 
	


	
		Migrating to MariaDB describes the process and lessons learned during...
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Cartoons for Trainers: Seventy Five Cartoons to Use or Adapt for Transitions, Activities, Discussion Points, Ice Breakers and MoreStylus Publishing, 2002

	Includes CD-ROM so cartoons may be incorporated and captions changed in presentation software, plus licensing agreement for reproduction As most instructors, presenters and trainers have discovered, cartoons are an excellent classroom resource for making key learning points in an enjoyable, engaging manner.


	Cartoons function well...
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From Program to Product: Turning Your Code into a Saleable ProductApress, 2008
Many would–be software entrepreneurs with expertise in many fields attempt to turn a homegrown application—one developed for use in their own business or profession—into a commercial product. Lack of knowledge, experience, or skills often prevents the idea from ever taking shape, let alone achieving its potential. Entering a new...
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Open Source Licensing : Software Freedom and Intellectual Property LawPrentice Hall, 2004
A complete guide to the law of open source for developers, managers, and lawyers
 Now that open source software is blossoming around the world, it is crucial to understand how open source licenses work—and their solid legal foundations. Open Source Initiative general counsel Lawrence Rosen presents a plain-English guide to open source law...
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Tech Mining: Exploiting New Technologies for Competitive AdvantageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
In the “information economy,” we recognize the increasing availability of
information. On the one hand, we can be intimidated by the overwhelming
amount of information bearing down on us. On the other hand, we now have
tools to enable us to garner great value from that information quite readily.
New information...
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Practicing Software Engineering in the 21st CenturyIRM Press, 2003
This technological manual explores how software engineering principles can be used in tandem with software development tools to produce economical and reliable software that is faster and more accurate. Tools and techniques provided include the Unified Process for GIS application development, service-based approaches to business and information...
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Intellectual Property and Open Source: A Practical Guide to Protecting CodeO'Reilly, 2008
"Clear, correct, and deep, this is a welcome addition to discussions of law and computing for anyone -- even lawyers!" -- Lawrence Lessig, Professor of Law at Stanford Law School and founder of the Stanford Center for Internet and Society
 If you work in information technology, intellectual property is central to your job -- but...
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Microstock Photography: How to Make Money from Your Digital ImagesFocal Press, 2008
One-stop guide to making money from microstocks, the world's fastest growing imaging phenomenon.     

       Be a part of one of the world's fastest growing imaging phenomenons: microstock photography. Microstock photography provides both professional and amateur photographers an opportunity to diversify their income and expand their...
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RFID Handbook: Fundamentals and Applications in Contactless Smart Cards, Radio Frequency Identification and Near-Field CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This is the third revised edition of the established and trusted RFID Handbook; the most comprehensive introduction to radio frequency identification (RFID) available.


	This essential new edition contains information on electronic product code (EPC) and the EPC global network, and explains near-field communication (NFC) in...
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Adobe Acrobat 5 PDF BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With 1000f what you need to know about Adobe Acrobat and PDF, this critically acclaimed, authoritative reference has now been completely updated and enhanced to cover the powerful new release of Adobe Acrobat.

If Acrobat 5 can do it, you can do it too...Whether you're a graphic artist or prepress specialist looking for the most efficient...
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